Upcoming Meetings Related to Alzheimer’s Disease*

**NOVEMBER 2006**
Conference: Neurodegenerative Diseases: Biology & Therapeutics  
Date: 30 November 2006 – 3 December 2006  
Location: Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, Cold Spring Harbor, NY, USA  
Contact: http://meetings.cshl.edu/meetings/degen06.shtml

**FEBRUARY 2007**
Conference: Drug Discovery, Development and Delivery for Chronic Neurodegenerative Disease  
Date: 5–6 February 2007  
Location: Westin Hotel, New York, NY, USA  
Contact: Monika Halarewicz – Email: MHalarewicz@alzdiscovery.org  
http://www.alzdiscovery.org

**MARCH 2007**
Conference: 8th International Conference on Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s Disease  
Date: 14–18 March 2007  
Location: Salzburg, Austria  
Contact: Ilana Eliav – Email: adpd@kenes.com  
Address: 17 Rue du Cendrier, P.O. Box 1726, CH-1211 Geneva 1, Switzerland  
Phone: +41 22 908 0488  
Fax: +41 22 732 2850  
  
Conference: Dendrites: Molecules, Structure & Function  
Date: 18–23 March 2007  
Location: Four Points Sheraton: Harbortown, Ventura, CA, USA  
Contact: http://www.grc.org/programs/2007/dendrite.htm

**NOVEMBER 2007**
Conference: 10th International Conference on Vascular Dementia  
Date: 8–11 November 2007  
Location: Budapest, Hungary
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Contact: The First International Congress on Epilepsy, Mind & Brain
Address: c/o Kenes International
17 Rue du Cendrier, P.O. Box 1726,
CH-1211 Geneva 1, Switzerland
Phone: +41 22 908 0488
Fax: +41 22 732 2850
Email: vascular@kenes.com
http://www.kenes.com/vascular